Cybersecurity
hacks for small
businesses
Enterprise-level insights
you can use today

When you're drowning
in the nitty-gritty

Automation
is your friend

Granular detail has its place, but when you just want
to keep your business safe so it can grow, you don't
want to be wasting precious time manually setting
security policies, dealing with painstaking patching,
and rolling back malicious activity manually.

The more cybersecurity processes you can automate, the
more time you can liberate for focusing on what really matters.

Phocus
on phishing

Choose web
protection

Even the most notorious Advanced Persistent
Threats (such as Sofacy) still use phishing techniques
to gain initial access to their enterprise and
government targets.

Enterprise-level organizations defend against phishing
by opting for web protection that blocks access
to phishing and other malicious sites to neutralize
known, unknown, and advanced malware threats.

If you can stop phishing once and for all, you can
prevent the threats from getting a foothold.

Make sure your protection is backed by a tried-andtested malware engine.

What you don’t know
WILL hurt you

Eliminate
Shadow IT

We live in an imperfect world, and employees often
use social networks and messengers like Facebook
and WhatsApp, as well as file sharing services and
Web email applications, without a second thought.

The big guns manage Shadow IT using services like
Cloud Discovery and Cloud Blocking, which detect and
halt the unauthorized use of cloud services and apps.

Choose pre-defined security policies you can trust,
and opt for automatic patch management, threat prevention
and malicious activity rollback.

Unsanctioned app/service use is known as Shadow
IT, and it’s dangerous precisely because it’s (usually)
invisible.

Opting for Cloud Discovery and Blocking will ensure the
accuracy and relevance of your cybersecurity system’s
infrastructure threat models, data flow diagrams, and
other processes.

When everyone’s
working from home

Deploy security remotely,
manage security everywhere

Even before the pandemic hit, increased remote
working practices were putting serious pressure
on IT security specialists. But today the problem
of securing everyone, everywhere, on any device
(or network), right round the clock, has become
more urgent than anyone could have predicted.

No organization on the planet is immune from this challenge,
no matter how big an IT security team they have.

Those who don’t learn
from the past…

Get EDR functionality
without the headache

Well, we know how that ends. The problem is that
SMBs aren’t always given access to tools that
discover and reveal exactly what has gone wrong
in any security incident (big or small).

Choose a security solution tailored for SMBs that
includes EDR functionality you can actually afford
to use (both financially and time-wise).

Pick a solution that deploys endpoint agents (and security
policies) remotely, and includes multiple mobile device
protection. Make sure it comes with a cloud-based console,
so that you can manage security from anywhere, 24/7

Enterprise-level organizations use Endpoint
Detection and Response (EDR) tools, but these
are usually out of reach for smaller players.

You shouldn’t have to be prevented from accessing
EDR features that detect threats, reveal their scope
and origins, support timely mitigation, and provide
the visibility you need.

Think you «Just can’t
get the staff»?

Use WHO you have, and
empower them to the utmost

The truth is that no-one can. As of February 27 2021,
there were 521,617 cybersecurity job openings in the
US, against a total employed cybersecurity workforce
of 941,904. That’s a supply/demand ratio of 1.8.

SMBs can leapfrog over the in-house IT security skill
obstacle by implementing cybersecurity solutions that
minimize strain on time and expertise.

It doesn’t matter how big or small your organization is,
even if you could afford a full-time IT security team,
recruiting one could be impossible.

The right solution will automatically work with what
you have – even if it’s just a web browser and 15 minutes
a week, and even if you don’t have any IT specialists
on board.

